This paper presents a stochastic global optimization technique known as Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) for joint estimation of amplitude and direction of arrival of the targets in RADAR communication system. The proposed scheme is an excellent optimization methodology and a promising approach for solving the DOA problems in communication systems. Moreover, PSO is quite suitable for real time scenario and easy to implement in hardware. In this study, uniform linear array is used and targets are supposed to be in far field of the arrays. Formulation of the fitness function is based on mean square error and this function requires a single snapshot to obtain the best possible solution. To check the accuracy of the algorithm, all of the results are taken by varying the number of antenna elements and targets. Finally, these results are compared with existing heuristic techniques to show the accuracy of PSO.
Introduction
In RADAR communication system, it is very important apprehension to accurate estimation of direction of arrival and amplitude. Plenty of work has been done in this area by implementing classical and metaheuristic techniques. With the passage of time applicability of these schemes enhances drastically due to provisioning of better results in low signal to noise ratio. These techniques comprise Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO), Genetic Algorithm (GA), Ant Colony Optimization (ACO), and so forth. In this study, biological inspired method named PSO is applied for joint estimation of direction of arrival and amplitude for the targets located in far field of the antenna arrays. Results obtained from this scheme are compared with GA-PS and GA-Fmincon to understand the importance of PSO. Different cases are discussed by varying the number of targets in the air.
Moreover, this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 addresses the different local and global schemes related to DOA and amplitude estimation. Next section is comprised of the mathematical modeling on the RADAR antenna arrays system. Brief discussion on proposed methodology is summed up in Section 4. In Section 5 simulated results are shown and finally some conclusions and future recommendations by the authors are suggested in Section 6.
Related Work
Today, an enormous research has been put through for accurate estimation of direction of arrival [1] in adaptive arrays signal processing [2] and communication systems. It has the vast applications in biomedical technology, RADARs [3] , SONARs [4] , and cellular wireless networks [5] . Smart antenna arrays play very promising role in unidentified time varying scenarios. So in this course of study we are primarily focused on the estimation of DOA and amplitude of the received signal from far field targets by using smart antenna uniform linear arrays in RADAR. Smart antenna system contains an array of radiating and receiving sensors. These 2 Journal of Sensors arrays have the capability to steer the main beam in any desired direction in space, while placing suitable nulls in direction of unwanted signals or jammers [6] . Along with these features, smart antenna arrays system has one difficulty that we do not identify, the direction of arrival of the received signal. For that reason, it is necessary to estimate DOA of the received signal to design a really smart adaptive antenna array system.
To overcome this issue, there are various classical methods to estimate DOA such as Multiple Signal Classification (MUSIC) [7] , Maximum Likelihood (ML) method [8, 9] , Bartlett method [10] , and Capon method [11] . But to fulfill the military requirements, we need to apply such algorithms that have high accuracy and quick response and provide better results in case of real time scenarios. By keeping in view these standards, one can implement biological inspired techniques such as global search algorithms [12] like Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO), Genetic Algorithm (GA) [13] , Ant Colony Optimization (ACO) [14] , and so forth and local search algorithms [15] like Interior Point Algorithm [16] , Active Set Algorithm [17] , Sequential Quadratic Programming [18] , and so forth.
In this paper, we aim to estimate both amplitude and DOA in RADAR antenna arrays by applying Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) technique. There are various methods to estimate DOA and amplitude in RADAR communication system as mentioned above but the beauty of PSO is that it provides the most precise, consistently convergent, and feasible results. Instead of other approaches PSO is very simple and easily completed and needs fewer parameters which makes it fully developed. Due to fewer parameters in the algorithm it takes very small executing time as compared to other popular techniques. PSO algorithm is derived from birds and fish flock movement behavior and it is one of the promising algorithms used to solve global optimization issues. It requires only primitive mathematical operators and is computationally inexpensive in terms of both memory requirements and speed [19] . That is why PSO is proposed to estimate DOA and amplitude in RADAR communication system in this paper.
Problem Formulation
In this portion of the paper, we formulate the problem for far field targets by using uniform linear array (ULA) system in radar receiver. ULA consist of number of antenna elements and all elements are equally distant as shown in Figure 1 . Due to a variety of clutters in air, we received many numbers of signals at ULA. This makes our problem more complex; to avoid this complexity we assume that there are number of targets in far field of ULA and number of signals are impinging on RADAR antenna arrays.
is always greater then for accurate and optimum solution.
All targets are assumed to be in narrow band and have known frequency ( 0 ), where each target is occupying different direction of arrival ( ) and amplitude ( ). However, signal received at the reference antenna element has no phase shift but signal received at other elements will undergo a phase shift. So the phase shift between reference antenna element 1 ( ) and other antenna elements ( ) due to the same source will be expressed as
General form of (1) in 3D array system is as follows:
But we are using ULA so we only require horizontal plane while and coordinates will be truncated. = 2 / , and it is the propagation constant in the free space, while is the wavelength of the signal, because ULA incoming signals are received horizontally and all elements of ULA are equally distant. Spacing between each element is Δ = and = ( − 1) . Then (2) can be rewritten along -axis as follows:
Δ is phase shift and zero is taken at the reference antenna element. Now the incoming signal at the antenna element 1 because of th source is defined as
where 1 ( ) is modulating signal of th source and 0 is carrier frequency. In this case, incoming signal at the th element will be
where
( ) is denoted the random noise. It consists of external and internal noise produced in the channel. Suppose signal travels in AWGN medium with zero mean and 2 variance. Steering vector of th source will be expressed as
Now if it is assumed that all sources occur simultaneously then signal at the th element will be expressed as
( ), ( ), ( ), and ( ) are expressed as array signal vector, incoming signal vector, noise vector, and corresponding steering vector, respectively, of × matrix below:
Matrix notation of all of these parameters is
For single snapshot (5) is reduced to the following:
By using this equation, we are able to make fitness function on the basis of mean error square. With the help of this fitness function we estimate amplitude and DOA by applying Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO).
Proposed Methodology
In this section, overall procedure of the proposed methodology and suggested technique is discussed briefly. All narrow band signals of far field targets are received at antenna elements, processed in RADAR signal processing and optimized by Particle Swarm optimization. Flow diagram of the whole process is demonstrated in Figure 2 .
Particle Swarm Optimization.
We propose Particle Swarm Optimization for DOA and amplitude estimation. PSO is a heuristic global optimization technique invented by Dr. Kennedy and Eberhart in 1995 [19] . It is population based search algorithm based on the simulation of the social behavior of birds, bees, or fish schooling [20] . Algorithm of PSO is described in two phases as demonstrated in Figure 
Execution Phase.
Execution phase is also comprised of three steps:
Step 4: iteration process:
(i) weight updating, (ii) velocity updating, (iii) position updating.
(e)
Step 5: stopping criteria:
(i) Value of fitness function is calculated for each agent in accordance with the above steps. (ii) Compare fitness of particle evaluation with its Gbest. 
Results and Discussion
In this section, optimized values attained from PSO algorithm along with graphs are described and PSO results have been observed by comparing with GA-PS and GA-Fmincon. Statistical analysis of these schemes is carried out by 100 independent runs and max, mean, and min values are taken from there. These results are categorized into three types and each type contains three scenarios as mentioned in Figure 13 .
PSO Optimized Results
Compared with GA-PS and GAFmincon for Type I. When two targets are close to each other PSO converge at 63% while GA-PS and GA-Fmincon converge at 29% and 40% simultaneously at convergence level of 10 −08 . Performance of these schemes is compared more clearly in Figure 4 and Table 1 .
In this scenario, when two targets are at some distance PSO provides error-free optimized results while GA-PS and GA-Fmincon converge at 87% and 94% simultaneously at convergence level of 10 −08 . These results are compared more clearly in Figure 5 and Table 2 . When two targets are moving at low altitude then PSO converges at 91% at convergence level of 10 −08 , while GA-PS and GA-Fmincon converge at 74% and 85% simultaneously in this scenario (Table 3) . Assessment diagram of these three optimization schemes is depicted in Figure 6 .
PSO Optimized Results Compared with GA-PS and GAFmincon for Type II.
In Table 4 are optimized at very short distance to each other. PSO, GA-PS, and GA-Fmincon converge at 47%, 19%, and 30% concurrently at convergence level of 10 −07 . Figure 7 describes the overall performance of these three schemes.
When three targets are at some distance to each other PSO converge at 100% at 10 −07 convergence level. GA-PS and GAFmincon converge at 36% and 45% at the same time. Figure 8 and Table 5 show the combined performance of these three schemes. When three targets are near the surface of earth PSO converges at 61%, GA-PS converges at 20%, and GA-Fmincon converges at 54% at convergence level of 10 −07 . In this situation PSO again perform well (Table 6 ). In Figure 9 all of these results are shown graphically.
PSO Optimized Results Compared with GA-PS and GAFmincon for Type III.
In Scenario 1 of type III four targets are optimized with very short distance to each other. PSO converges at 63%, GA-PS converges at 12%, and GA-Fmincon converges at 45% at convergence level of 10 −07 in this scenario (Table 7) . Graphical representation of these schemes is depicted in Figure 10 . When four targets are far away from each other then PSO provides 83% convergence, GA-PS converges at 65%, and GAFmincon converges at 71% at the convergence level of 10 −07 . Figure 11 shows graphs of these results given in Table 8 .
In Table 9 optimization results of four targets at very low altitude are shown. In this scenario, PSO converges at 70%, GA-PS converges at 61%, and GA-Fmincon converges at 51% at the convergence level of 10 −07 . Graphically these results are shown in Figure 12 . 
Comparison with Existing Techniques
In Table 10 PSO is generally compared with existing hybridized algorithms in accordance with estimation of DOA and amplitude. Effectiveness of the algorithm is illustrated in Table 10 . Performance of the proposed algorithm is much better than other existing techniques. Average MSE, convergence rate, and error depicted in this table are average value of the results in Section 5.
Conclusions and Future Recommendations
On the basis of results and discussions portion we made up the following conclusions. We estimate amplitude and DOA of targets in three types of scenarios using PSO technique and compare it with two other GA hybrid schemes, GA-PS and GA-Fmincon. In all three scenarios performance of PSO is better than GA-PS and GA-Fmincon. Besides that, PSO provide accurate and convergent results, the other inherent factor of this scheme is simplicity in concept and being easy to implement in hardware.
In the future one can apply other biological inspired methods like Ant Colony Optimization or Active Set Algorithm for this problem using circular or rectangular shape of antenna arrays.
